Inherited white matter disorders of childhood: a magnetic resonance imaging-based pattern recognition approach.
Inherited white matter disorders of childhood (WMDC) refer to a broad group of progressive inherited disorders that exclusively or predominantly affect myelin formation and/or maintenance. They are often in the form of neurological deficits, developmental delay, or frank encephalopathy and are difficult to diagnose clinically. The imaging diagnostic approach for the WMDC is difficult and demands knowledge of neuroimaging features, age of onset of the disease, genetic pattern, and recognition of the most important clinical findings. Unfortunately, the variability and evolving patterns of imaging findings, combined with the continual discovery of new metabolic diseases, make establishing a diagnosis difficult for radiologists who lack experience in the imaging of suspected metabolic diseases. The goal of this article was to present a structured neuroimaging approach to inherited WMDC based on the most discriminating magnetic resonance imaging features as the starting point to create a list of the most probable diagnoses.